
DO THE CTAM*! Fill up your thermos flask, lean back nicely on your driver’s seat and tell your travel 
companions to get their cameras ready as you’re about to set out on a day-long cruise, 
the CTAM, along the coastal roads around Pori! Visit Pori can assist you in car rental: 
visitpori.fi

*COASTAL TOUR FOR AMBITIOUS MOTORISTS

CITY CENTRE

OOVIIKI BIRD-WATCHING TOWER 
61.497788 N, 21.585838 E 0 km

Take a deep breath of fresh air before the drive. Perhaps 
you’ll get lucky and spot a rare migratory bird?
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LANGOURA AT RIITSARANLAHTI 
61.534070 N, 21.571206 E 16 km

The same view as at the previous stop, just from a diffe-
rent angle. The Riitsaranlahti nature shed has unobst-
ructed access.
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KALLO 
61.592972 N, 21.463694 E 29 km
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YYTERI 
61.564475 N, 21.521840 E 23 km

Right about now is the time for your first bathroom 
and meal break. After reading through this brochure, 
you will be probably pretty knowledgeable about 
what Yyteri has to offer?
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REPOSAARI 
61.613187 N, 21.445498 E 43 km

Sunday motorists are drawn to Reposaari and its unique-
ness, as festivalgoers to Pori Jazz, so be sure to keep your 
wits about you when at the wheel.
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PORI ARCHIPELAGO ROAD 
61.622990 N, 21.499126 E 50 km

Regional road 272 will take you and your entourage across 
the islands of Oodee, Revaskeri, Lynaskeri and Kuuttokari. 
The road widens at several picturesque points for you to 
stop and snap holiday pictures.
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AHLAINEN 
61.675158 N, 21.620331 E 61 km
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ANOTHER
 WAY TO THE CITY CENTRE...

When you’re desperately trying to get to 

“second base” – you should take your love 

interest to Kallo. You’ll immediately 

seem like a deep and thoughtful guy when 

you gaze at the horizon and stare quietly 

at the sea. Such a majestic location and 

after a number of dates in Kallo – I dare 

to say that thing rarely stay platonic 

after this experience.

PLATO (427–347 EAA.)

GREEK PHILOSOPHER

Go for a picnic or grab a coffee on a hot summer’s day

Take a selfie in front of the lighthouse

Take a picture of your loved one in front of the sea

PLATO’S TO-DO-LIST FOR KALLO

When my pet octopus Cute-Wilhelm 

faced his untimely death, I headed to 

Ahlainen to heal my shattered mind.

For a while, everything started to look 

better again, but my sanity was to be 

wiped away by some church bells ringing 

in my skull. But there was no bell 

tower on the local church building.

Just some pompous outhouse next to the 

church. Was this some kind of scheme 

pulled by local cultists? Insanity and 

horror were too overwhelming, and I 

decided to escape to America.

HERMANNI PEKKA LOVECRAFT (1890 — 1937)

AMERICAN HORROR WRITER

Take a dramatic selfie in front of the bell tower

Establish some kind of sea-oriented religion or cult

Take the tour of three bridges and brag about it on social media

H.P. LOVECRAFT’S TALES TO TELL ABOUT 
AHLAINEN

  


